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Quick and Simple Reverse NS Service to
Retrieve Domains Sharing a Name Server

Getting a comprehensive list of domains with the same name

server doesn’t need to be complicated.

Name servers (NSs) are a critical part of the DNS infrastructure. Looking into the

domains they serve can help organizations prevent NS abuse and detect

associations with unreputable properties. But mapping NS connections manually

requires high-level technical expertise. A DIY approach also takes time, which may

result in an outdated list of linked domains. An easy-to- use service that gleans data

from a regularly updated database can help entities keep track of their own or other

entities’ NS connections.

Understand NS connections better with a high-quality

reverse NS lookup service.
Our reverse NS product line can provide a shareable list of domains served by the

same NS within seconds. The tools are backed by our comprehensive DNS database

that contains billions of DNS records, with millions of NS records added or updated

every week. Test our reverse NS lookup service or contact us for more information.

Billions
of DNS records

774M+
domains tracked historically

4.2B+
domains and subdomains

Retrieve a list of domains sharing the same NS to:

Practical Usage

• Know which domains are associated 

with an unreputable or malicious NS

• Avoid getting your domains 

blocklisted by ensuring they aren’t 

connected to shady NSs

• Check that your domains don’t share 

NSs with suspicious domains

• Map an entity’s NS connections 

following an acquisition, a merger, or 

a partnership

https://reverse-ns.whoisxmlapi.com/lookup/?mc=productsheet
https://dns-history.whoisxmlapi.com/database?action=show&subject=modal&id=contactUsModal&mc=productsheet


What Data Points Are Included?

Our reverse NS service searches our extensive DNS database for domains hosted on a given NS. 

See the table below for the data points it returns.

Type of Validation Description

Domain name Refers to the domain connected to the NS 

Date first seen The date when the connection was first detected 

Date last updated The date when the domain’s NS record was last updated 

What Reverse NS Service Delivery Models Do You Provide?

Delivery Model Update Frequency

Reverse NS Lookup Real-time

Reverse NS API

About Us
WhoisXML API aggregates and delivers comprehensive domain, IP, DNS, and subdomain data

repositories. We have more than 52,000 satisfied customers from various sectors and industries,

such as cybersecurity, marketing, law enforcement, e-commerce, financial services, and more.

Visit whoisxmlapi.com or contact us at sales@whoisxmlapi.com for more information about

our products and capabilities.

Real-time

Real-time

Daily, weekly, monthly

Reverse DNS Search

DNS Database Download
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